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the next day, guillermo and i meet in his garage. there, he shows me the instrument, and i can
almost hear its potential. i ask him what hes thinking about, and he says its not that simple. he tells
me hes worried about the sound, and hes already considering modifying the guitar slightly, to make
the guitar more of a guitar, and less of a lute. hes thinking about adding a mahogany wedge at the
bottom of the guitar to add volume. with this slight modification, he says, the guitar will sound more
like a modern guitar, but retain the lute character. hes also worried about shipping costs and
whether he should make the guitar light enough to be transported by plane. and so begins the story
of one of the most remarkable guitars in history. some people, guillermo says, see the guitar as a
chessboard. others see it as a piano. and then there are those who see it as a woman. the guitar is
the mother of all human musical instruments. it is also a large, beautiful and powerful beast. it is,
guillermo says, the most spiritual instrument in the world. to him, the guitar is a tool for transforming
a musician, and a musician is simply a musical tool, an instrument that lets you create music and
share it with others. it was a time of experimentation. the times were difficult, but the record
companies werent paying much attention, which left musicians with an opportunity to forge their
own path. the punk revolution led by the ramones and the sex pistols would soon be a force to be
reckoned with. but in the late 1970s, the music scene was coming apart. although everyone hated
the disco music then popular, few could deny its commercial success. the most successful band of
the era was the eagles, who topped the charts with a collection of smooth, pop-oriented songs. but
for many, this didnt have much to do with playing a guitar. and other groups like blondie and new
york dolls werent even playing a guitar. instead, they were playing a new kind of guitar. the new
wave groups, the ones who would shape the future of rock, were playing electric guitars in a new
style. and the electric guitar was a powerful tool, providing both a cleaner sound and a more
powerful dynamic range than a 12-string acoustic guitar could. by the 1980s, the guitar had more
guts, and a lot more power than ever before.
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peter will be making his own guitar to his specifications. the only thing we know for sure is that he
wants a classical, 6-string instrument. if we were to make this guitar, we would need to order the

wood, and it would be made in a few days. we hope that will be enough time for peter to play it and
make sure it works with his playing style. he is going to want the guitar to be a small instrument with

a slim neck, a long body, and a short scale length. he wants it to be comfortable, and he wants a
good bridge that he can adjust for his playing needs. he wants an action that is easy to play and he
does not want to change strings more than once a month. he does not want to spend a lot of money
on the guitar, and he wants it to last, so he is thinking of buying a $300 instrument from someone

who sells used guitars, or maybe a used instrument on ebay. with his own guitar peter will have full
ownership, and that is the best way to ensure a lasting guitar. in contrast to peter, i grew up in the
70s in a time when makers were still proud of their instruments, but not so proud as to keep them
under lock and key. i remember seeing my friends instruments in their garage and bedrooms and
marveled at their craftsmanship and the materials they used. my father, a luthier, taught me the

basics and gave me my first instrument. my father became a guitar tech in the early 70s, repairing
and restoring electric and acoustic guitars for a number of artists, including grand funk railroad. he

would see that his clients need was immediate, but he also had that desire to build something
meaningful that could last forever. his shop was an extension of his studio and house where he made
guitars. this is also the time he started getting involved in the rock and roll music business, where he

met the members of styx and began playing with them. he also met stevie ray vaughan, who he
worked with for a few years. my father made his name as the guy who made stevies hagstras for

recording sessions. he then built a guitar for eric clapton, a guitar he still has, and a dean guitar for
his godson. around the time i was finishing college, my father opened his first shop on staten island,
where he had continued making guitars. he sold instruments, worked with the artists, repaired them,
and lived in the very room where he had made the first guitar he ever owned, a flea. he eventually

moved to westport, connecticut, where he lived in a small house, worked in a small shop, and played
in a bar called the firehouse. he continued to make guitars, repair guitars, and play in the firehouse

until his death in 2008. his wife, my mother, lived with him until she moved to the countryside in
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